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Abstract—In a wireless communications network served by a
high altitude platform (HAP) the cochannel interference is a func-
tion of the antenna beamwidth, angular separation and sidelobe
level. At the millimeter wave frequencies proposed for HAPs, an
array of aperture type antennas on the platform is a practicable
solution for serving the cells. We present a method for predicting
cochannel interference based on curve-fit approximations for ra-
diation patterns of elliptic beams which illuminate cell edges with
optimum power, and a means of estimating optimum beamwidths
for each cell of a regular hexagonal layout. The method is then ap-
plied to a 121 cell architecture. Where sidelobes are modeled as a
flat floor at 40-dB below peak directivity, a cell cluster size of four
yields carrier-to-interference ratios (CIRs), which vary from 15 dB
at cell edges to 27 dB at cell centers. On adopting a cluster size of
seven, these figures increase, respectively, to 19 and 30 dB. On re-
ducing the sidelobe level, the improvement in CIR can be quan-
tified. The method also readily allows for regions of overlapping
channel coverage to be shown.
Index Terms—Antenna sidelobes, cellular communications net-
work, cochannel interference, elliptic beams, frequency reuse, high
altitude platforms (HAP), microwave antenna array.
I. INTRODUCTION
WITH AN ever increasing demand for capacity for futuregeneration multimedia applications, service providers
are looking toward the millimetric wave bands. One possible
means of their exploitation is the use of high altitude platforms
(HAPs) [1]–[7], which operate in the stratosphere, at an altitude
of 17—22 km. HAPs have the potential to provide line-of-sight
links to a large number of users, situated over a large geo-
graphical area, and using considerably less communications
infrastructure than that required if delivered by a terrestrial
network. Such systems will employ a cellular architecture in
order to provide overall system capacity, with cells served by a
number of antenna spot beams from the HAP.
The performance of terrestrial cellular architectures has been
described by Lee in 1989 [8]. To provide wide coverage the cells
are tessellated, with different channels assigned to neighboring
cells in order to manage cochannel interference; assignments
can take the form of frequencies, time slots, or codes. Conven-
tionally, cells are clustered into groups of three, four, seven, or
nine, dividing the overall frequency allocation between them.
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The larger the number of cells in the cluster, the greater the reuse
distance and the higher the carrier to interference ratio (CIR),
but the fewer the number of channels per cell; this tradeoff is
fundamental to most cellular systems. Fixed channel assignment
has been shown to produce the highest capacities in nonshad-
owed environments, but when the traffic load per cell varies,
dynamic channel assignment has been shown to provide higher
capacity [9]–[11]. Dynamic channel assignment is also particu-
larly useful when the environment and/or traffic load is hard to
predict [12]–[14].
A HAP cellular system has both similarities and differences
with a terrestrial system. Reuse plans are still applicable (either
fixed or dynamic), but an important difference is the way the
interference arises and how it decays with distance. In a HAP
system, interference is caused by antennas serving cells on the
same channel and arises from overlapping main lobes or side-
lobes. This paper will show how the number of antennas sharing
a channel determines the CIR distribution on the ground.
The ideal antenna beam illuminates its corresponding cell
with uniform power across the cell and with zero power falling
outside the cell—in this respect the antenna is acting as a spatial
filter. In practice, the spot beams which are realizable fall short
of this ideal, particularly at millimeter-wave frequencies, where
array beam synthesis techniques are difficult. The most practi-
cable antennas for this application are likely to be aperture types,
whose radiation characteristics are well established. To mini-
mize interference, beams with very low sidelobes and a steep
roll-off in the main lobe are highly advantageous. While side-
lobe suppression may be achieved with corrugated horn designs
[15], the rate of roll-off is primarily influenced by the main lobe
width and, hence, directivity. If too high a directivity is chosen,
the cell will suffer excessive power roll-off at its edge; if too low
a directivity is chosen, excessive power will fall outside the cell.
At the frequencies allocated for HAPs, such as 48 GHz, limited
available transmit power combined with rain fade gives rise to
marginal link budgets particularly at cell edges. In this work,
we present a general formulation for optimum directivity based
on maximizing power at each cell edge, which is in contrast to
similar work [3], [16], where the cell is defined as being within
the footprint of the half-power beamwidth.
In addition, software tools have been developed to predict
the CIR across all cells on the ground, for a number of cel-
lular topologies and channel reuse schemes. To facilitate this
study, a computationally straightforward model for antenna
beam patterns is described in Section II. This is followed in
Section III by a method for calculating the required beamwidths
and pointing angles for a conventional layout of equal size
hexagonal cells, which is extended to calculate power and CIR
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Fig. 1. Curve fit for typical corrugated horn radiation pattern.
levels on the ground. Our intention is, thus, to model a system
of many antenna beams by using simple building blocks. The
results, in Section IV, show how the geographical coverage can
be expressed, and the effects of different sidelobe levels and
cell cluster size may be readily compared.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR ANTENNA BEAMS
Aperture antennas of medium and high directivity ( ) have
main lobe patterns which may conveniently be approximated by
a cosine function raised to a power [17]
(1)
where is the angle with respect to antenna boresight, and is
chosen to define the rate of roll-off of the pattern. For example,
Fig. 1 shows a typical corrugated horn radiation pattern and a
curve fit of this type. The fit is very good in the main lobe until
the directivity falls to 26 dB of it peak value. Beyond this,
while the curve fit does not reproduce the sidelobe structure, a
flat sidelobe floor may be fixed for modeling purposes (such a
floor is usually specified by manufacturers [18]).
When sidelobe levels are very low, such as in the above ex-
ample, peak directivity is often approximated by [19]
(2)
where and are the 3-dB beamwidths in two orthog-
onal planes. These values are equal for a circularly symmetric
beam, where (1) can be rewritten
(3)
The 3-dB beamwidth is also a function of . Since the directivity
here falls to half its maximum value, we have
(4)
and so
(5)
hence, the directivity may be expressed as a function of and
only
(6)
We may now set at the cell edge by fixing and
varying . For example, Fig. 2 shows that for a given angle
subtended at the cell edge, the directivity is maximized for a
single value of . The cell geometry is shown in Fig. 5. As the
angle subtended increases, the edge of cell (EOC) directivity
is maximized for lower values of . The value of may be
derived by setting the derivative to zero, where is the
partial derivative with respect to
(7)
Thus, the curve fit method used is a convenient way of choosing
the optimum edge of cell directivity as a function of a single
parameter .
For example, from Fig. 2, we can see that to maximize the
power at the edge of a cell subtending 10 at the HAP, we choose
a value of . The antenna may then be chosen by deriving
the peak directivity using (2). To compare the beam pattern for
the maximum EOC condition with suboptimum beams, Fig. 3
shows three cases, where the cell edge subtends 9 at the HAP.
In Fig. 3, we see that fitting the 3-dB antenna beamwidth to
the cell edge produces a directivity at the cell edge very sim-
ilar to the maximum case, but the roll-off is worse. For the
10-dB fit, the improved roll-off would result in potentially less
interference in neighboring cells (depending on their angular
separation), but at the expense of a reduced link budget at the
cell edge. In a more general formulation, the cell will subtend
different angles in elevation and azimuth, and two orthogonal
beamwidths may be derived to yield an elliptic beam which op-
timists EOC power in both planes. Techniques for producing el-
liptic beam antennas for optimizing geographical coverage are
also discussed in [20]. While the effect on CIR is presented
below, it should be reiterated that beamwidths other than those
derived using the above method will yield a worse link budget
at the edge of the cell.
III. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR PREDICTING
COCHANNEL INTERFERENCE
As part of the HeliNet programmed [21], [22], software tools
have been developed to quantify interference patterns in HAP
cellular architectures. The HeliNet project proposes a variety of
communications applications for a solar powered stratospheric
aircraft, including broadband services at millimeter wave fre-
quencies. Power and payload considerations are likely to limit
the number of antennas, and hence cells, to between 100 and
200. This is partly due to the rapidly increasing total aperture
area required when cell sizes are reduced, since more cells (and
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Fig. 2. Directivity at edge of cell. (a) Directivity versus n. (b) Derivative versus n.
Fig. 3. Example curve fits for cell edge subtending 9 at HAP.
hence antennas) are needed, and each antenna becomes more
directive and, hence, of greater aperture area. We anticipate that
the HeliNet payload will be limited to a total aperture area which
may be as low as 1 m [22].
For the cells sharing a given channel, the antenna pointing
angles are first calculated and the azimuth and elevation angles
subtended by each cell may be used to derive optimum elliptic
beams using the above method. The angles must be derived as
a function of the HAP height. To this end, the cells’ coordinates
are expressed as , where specifies the number of the
concentric hexagonal ring and the number of the cell within
the ring. The convention is illustrated in Fig. 4, which also shows
cells along the first side of the fourth ring by way of example.
The elevation and azimuth pointing angles and from the
HAP to the center of any cell may then be derived from
(8)
and
(9)
where is the width of the hexagon shown in Fig. 4, is the
HAP height and the ground distance from the cell center to
the subplatform point is derived from the cosine rule
(10)
Since the results are repeated for each side of the hexagonal ring,
the counter is used to identify the cell’s location with respect
to the first cell along the side
(11)
where is an integer between one and six identifying the side
of the hexagon
Floor (12)
and is an operator which rounds down to an integer. The
elevation and azimuth angles subtended by the circle of radius
, which encloses the cell are illustrated in Fig. 5 and given by
(13)
and
(14)
The power at each point on the ground is calculated for
each antenna beam by deriving the elevation and azimuth angles
and relative to boresight in antenna polar coordinates. A
rotation through cell pointing azimuth is first applied
(15)
and
(16)
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Fig. 4. Coordinate system for hexagonal cell layout. (Inset: 121 cell layout.)
Fig. 5. HAP and cell geometry.
then
(17)
and
(18)
where is the displacement transformed to a plane normal
to and centered on antenna boresight, as shown in Fig. 6
(19)
The pointing angles and subtended angles for each cell are,
thus, a function of cell coordinates and dimensions
Fig. 6. Derivation of antenna directivity at a point on the ground. (Inset:  in
plane normal to boresight.)
and only, and may hence be rapidly generated on changing
HAP height or cell width . Let and be the indices
for the curve fits of the form in (1) for an elliptic beam, fitted to
optimize directivity at the cell edges and , respectively.
Then, the directivity seen at is
(20)
where
(21)
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Thus, for each beam, a data array is generated of the form
where is derived from the antenna
directivity seen at a point on the ground, minus the
excess free space loss with respect to the subplatform point.
(While CIR is not a function of free space loss, it is useful to
include the term in the derivation of power so that the variation
in power across the service area is properly scaled, as shown
in Fig. 14.)
Depending on the required spatial resolution, data array sizes
are typically 10 for each beam. Having derived the data arrays
for power, CIR may be derived for the group of cochannel cells
from
CIR (22)
where is the number of cochannel cells. At each point
, all arrays are tested to find the maximum
P , which is the maximum power from an individual
beam and effectively therefore the carrier. The denominator in
(22) is the sum of powers in all the other beams, which is the
interference. Thus, for each cell group a further array may be
generated of the form . Further processing may be
applied to illustrate and quantify the geographical coverage at
various threshold values of CIR. Some representative results
follow, which illustrate the effects of antenna beamwidths
discussed above.
IV. RESULTS FOR 121 CELL ARCHITECTURE
Previous studies devoted to HAP cellular architectures [23]
have often assumed circularly symmetric beams, and we will
here show how elliptic beams can yield better coverage. An ar-
chitecture studied in some detail is a conventional hexagonal
cell layout, where 121 cells of 6.3-km diameter serve a 60-km
diameter coverage area [21]. Choosing a channel reuse number
(cluster size) of four yields three groups of 30 cells and a further
group of 31 cells. CIR patterns for the latter group are illustrated
in Fig. 7, where sidelobes have been modeled as a flat floor at
40 dB. The HAP height is 20 km.
In Fig. 7, a comparison of CIR coverage for circular beams
and elliptic beams are shown as contour plots where spacing is
3 dB and the labels are for the “top” contours. In the former
case, the azimuth angle subtended by each cell from the HAP
has been chosen to derive the 3-dB beamwidth for the circular
beam. In this case, the beam is wider than it needs to be in the el-
evation plane, because the elevation angle subtended by the cell
at the HAP is smaller than the azimuth angle subtended (with
the exception of the central cell since it lies directly beneath the
HAP). The resulting CIR pattern shows considerable distortion
of the cells, which tend to be pushed radially away from their in-
tended location. In contrast, when optimized elliptic beams are
adopted, the regions of high CIR are both better geographically
defined and exhibit higher CIR. The geographical coverage for
both cases is quantified in Fig. 8 as the fractional area of the
cochannel cell group served at a given CIR threshold. The op-
timized elliptic beams offer a clear advantage in terms of CIR
offered. The same trend is followed very closely for the other
three cell groups in this reuse plan.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. CIR contours for one channel of four. (a) Circular beams. (b) Optimized
elliptic beams.
Fig. 8. Coverage for channel 1 of four channels.
By further processing of the data arrays, the geographical
relationships between the coverage areas of the four cell groups
may be illustrated. Gaps in the coverage may be shown at
a chosen CIR threshold and regions of overlap may also be
studied. To illustrate these effects, Fig. 9 shows the coverage
at a CIR threshold of 18 dB and also the geographical overlap
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Examples of geographical coverage and overlap. (a) Coverage on all
channels at 18 dB. (b) Overlap between channels 1, 2, and 3 at 10 dB.
between channels 1, 2, and 3 at a threshold of 10 dB. (The dark
shaded regions are above the threshold CIR and the cells are
labeled with their channel numbers.)
While Fig. 9(a) shows an arbitrary 18 dB threshold level, the
graphic shows the tendency for the CIR coverage (and, hence,
quality-of-service) to be worse in the central region, while cov-
erage exists beyond the intended 60 km diameter circle which
is shown. The result is instructive in illustrating the difficulty of
controlling the geographical coverage with a fixed reuse plan.
Also, Fig. 9(b) shows, by way of example, the overlap regions
for channels 1, 2, and 3. The dark areas receive coverage with
a CIR of at least 10 dB by all three of these channels. To quan-
tify such effects Fig. 10 shows the fractional coverage for var-
ious channel overlap combinations. In this case, the overlap is
shown as the fraction of the total service area (of 60-km diam-
eter) which is served at a given exceeded CIR threshold. For
example, at a CIR of at least 10 dB, 80% of the coverage area
Fig. 10. CIR channel overlap for combinations of four channels.
is served by at least two channels, 40% by at least 3, and 2% by
all four channels.
An intuitive conclusion is that the cell edges tend to receive
multichannel coverage. This may be useful to boost the capacity
at the cell edges, where the CIR and power budget due to the
primary channel is weakest. It is also worth observing that cov-
erage everywhere is at least 15 dB. This is consistent with Fig. 5,
where the coverage on channel 1 becomes less than unity at
about 15 dB.
A. Coverage for Different Reuse Schemes
Having established a formulation for optimized antenna
beamwidths, it is interesting to compare different reuse plans
(or cluster sizes) and also the effect of sidelobe levels. For an
increase in the channel reuse number, while the bandwidth
allocated to each channel is linearly reduced, an improvement
in CIR is expected due to the decrease in the number of inter-
fering beams and also the reduced beam overlap. On increasing
the number of channels to seven and retaining the optimized
elliptic beams, Fig. 11 shows contour plots of the CIR for one
of the channels, where there are 17 cells. This cellular pattern
is repeated six times, while the seventh channel (which also
includes the central cell) has a total of 19 cells. The contours
spacing is again at 3 dB intervals, and two cases are shown for
sidelobe levels at 40 and 50 dB.
The geographical coverage for the two cases is shown in
Fig. 12, which also shows results for the four channel scheme.
For seven channels and sidelobes at 50 dB, the maximum
CIR is increased by 10 dB as expected and the roll-off occurs at
a higher CIR threshold. For the four channel case, the roll-off
is less clearly improved on adopting 50-dB sidelobes because
there is less angular separation between cells and the cell
edges suffer interference from neighboring antenna main lobes.
Therefore, on reducing the sidelobe power, the cell centers
experience reduced interference but the cell edges retain inter-
ference from neighboring main lobes. When seven channels
are used, the increased angular separation obviates main lobe
overlap, and the predominant interference mechanism is from
sidelobes. Therefore, on reducing sidelobe levels, the majority
of the coverage area experiences reduced interference in the
seven channel case.
B. Channel Overlap
Returning to CIR coverage using seven channels and side-
lobes at 40 dB, the overlap between channels is presented in
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. CIR contours for one of seven channels. (a) Sidelobes at  40 dB.
(b) Sidelobes at  50 dB.
Fig. 12. Effect of sidelobe level on coverage for one of nc channels.
Fig. 13, which shows the fractional simultaneous coverage by a
number of channels. For example, there is 100% coverage by at
least one channel up to a CIR of 19 dB, and by any two chan-
nels up to a CIR of 13 dB and so on. The trend that the coverage
reduces for an increasing number of overlapping channels is an
expected one.
Fig. 13. Geographical channel overlap shown as multichannel coverage.
When traffic loads are uneven the overlap can be exploited to
provide additional capacity when one cell is full, provided the
received power is sufficiently high. The high degree of overlap
is not usually seen in conventional terrestrial situations because
it implies:
• base station redundancy, as power falls off typically at
distance ;
• higher transmit power, which is required to serve longer
link lengths;
• more channels to complete the reuse plan, e.g., to achieve
full overlap base stations can be arranged in multiple over-
lapping layers, each with its own conventional reuse plan.
However, despite these disadvantages it is used in indoor sys-
tems where the propagation environment is harsh and base sta-
tion redundancy is needed to maintain coverage [14]. In the case
of the HAP architecture, the interference mechanism is different
(power falls off less sharply at first, followed by a steeper roll-off
beyond the edge of cell). A high degree of overlap is achieved
without the need for additional channels and base station re-
dundancy, with the added advantage that the link lengths do not
change significantly.
Finally, a comparison of the four and seven channel schemes
is shown in Fig. 14 as plots of CIR and power for cross sec-
tions through the center of rows of cells. In both schemes, the
antennas and, hence, power budgets are identical and both cases
of CIR are shown. The power is scaled as the maximum antenna
directivity as seen on the ground, minus the excess free space
loss relative to the subplatform point. Thus, at the subplatform
point—the center of the central cell row in Fig. 11(a)—the an-
tenna directivity is 22 dB. An interesting result is that as the
ground distance increases, the directivity of the elliptic beams
increases more rapidly than the free space loss and, hence, the
power budget improves slightly. The tendency for the CIR to
improve at the edge of the coverage region compared with the
center, which has been illustrated in Fig. 9(a), is again clearly
shown. One mechanism contributing to this effect is that the an-
tennas serving the outer cells are more directive. This leads to
a near-constant power level compared with which the interfer-
ence is less severe for the more distant cells due to the greater
free space loss. Also, the most distant cells have fewer neigh-
bors and, hence, experience less interference from neighboring
main lobes.
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Fig. 14. CIR and power through cell rows. (a) Central row of cells. (b) Adjacent row to central row.
V. CONCLUSION
A number of issues related to cellular planning for broadband
services delivered from HAPs have been explored. A key factor
is the shape of antenna beams and their effect on obtainable CIR
patterns. While the work is not specific to any RF frequency, the
emphasis is on bands between 28 GHz and 48 GHz and aper-
ture antenna radiation patterns have been approximated using
curve-fit methods. Elliptic beams have been shown to offer ad-
vantages in terms of optimized power at cell edges, which is of
most importance where RF link budgets are marginal. By tai-
loring each antenna’s beamwidths to its corresponding cell’s
subtended angles an array of antennas is suggested to serve
a chosen coverage area. While the physical demonstration of
these beams has not been presented, the form of the modeled
beams is both realistic and tractable for the purposes of cellular
service characterization which has been presented in detail.
Conventional reuse patterns of four and seven channels, using
hexagonal cells, have been studied. In each case, elliptic an-
tenna beams which provide maximum power at cell edges have
been utilized. Where four channels are used, cell edges suffer
interference from neighboring beams and a reduction in side-
lobe level produces a corresponding improvement in CIR at cell
centers only. When seven channels are used, the benefit of re-
ducing sidelobe levels is enjoyed across the majority of the cov-
erage area. A significant amount of overlap between channels
has been shown, which suggests a useful mechanism for adap-
tive resource allocation and handover between cells.
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